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in the Killing Hall had been exposed as well. 

Back then, the audience was just too excited, and time was too short. No one 
had noticed that he was Jack. However, after a while, it was obvious that 
people would notice that Lane and Jack were the same person. 

Jack felt quite helpless in the situation. It seemed like he would need to be 
more careful before he acted in the future. 

Remi had always been someone who liked to listen to rumors and liked to 
gossip as well. 

Of the four of them, only Remi had managed to recognize Jack immediately. 
After all, Jack’s name was incredibly well-known during the recent period of 
time. Someone like Remi who loved to gossip would naturally recognize Jack 
the moment Jack attacked. 

Remi gulped. Even though Jack did not answer, Jack’s calm expression 
proved everything. 

At that moment, the lack of a reply was a firmer answer than anything Jack 
could say. 

Remi felt like his heart was pounding rapidly! He felt like his entire body froze! 

Seeing Remi’s reaction, the other three were even more confused. 

What was that guy doing? 

Who was Jack? 

At that moment, Remi grabbed Tanner’s arm, “Tanner! We should run! This 
guy is probably a warrior that stands at the peak!” 

As he said that, Remi had a pale face as if he had fallen deathly ill. He was 
definitely not putting on an act. 

Tanner’s eyes widened at those words, and he suddenly turned to look at the 
ugly man. 



The ugly man widened his mouth in disbelief. 

He shook his head frantically, “Impossible! There’s no way he’s some warrior 
at the peak! You must be wrong! The two of them struggled so hard to kill a 
crimson demon just now! How could he be that strong? If he was that strong, 
even unique demons and demon kings would be easy for him! You must be 
wrong!” 

He sounded very sure when he said all of that as if it was a guarantee. After 
all, he had been the one to send out that information, and the ugly man had 
seen how long it took to kill the crimson demon! 

Because of that, he determined that they were probably only in between 
regular and above average in terms of skill. It had to be said that the ugly man 
had a sharp eye. 

His evaluation was not exactly wrong, since Lourain’s skills really were at that 
level. 

After hearing what the ugly man said, Tanner started to calm down. 

Remi had just looked too terrified earlier. The few of them could not remain 
calm after hearing what Remi said and seeing Remi’s expression. 

Tanner had a cold look on his face and said, “Remi, don’t be so scared of 
everything! A warrior that stands at the peak? Do you think they’re just 
everywhere for you to find? If this man really was that skilled, why would he 
have not seen it?” 

Tanner’s words were incredibly firm. Other than Remi, the three of them 
calmed down. Remi had a helpless look on his face as he looked at Tanner, 
not knowing what to say. 

He had two image plates of Jack with him, and he had watched those plates 
many times. After all, it was not easy to see warriors at that level fight! 

On top of that, Jack’s mysterious background made Remi very curious. Even 
though he did not know what Jack’s technique was called, it did not stop him 
from recognizing it. 

Remi took a deep breath and said, “Tanner! Do you think I’d be causing 
trouble at this moment? Listen to me! Apologize to him and run away…” 
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had regained drastically decreased because Remi looked too sincere at that 
moment. It did not seem like Remi was lying. 

Tanner had always been someone who would not hesitate in making his 
decisions, but he was being swayed by Remi’s expression at that moment. 
His lips twitched as he stared right at Remi as if he was trying to discern 
something. 

Seeing Tanner hesitate, Remi sighed helplessly. 

He started to speak again, “All of you have been busy lately, and you don’t 
know anything about Jack. However, that doesn’t mean he does not exist!” 

Remi’s voice was trembling as he said all of that. As he spoke, he constantly 
turned to look at Jack. 

What surprised him was the fact that Jack had been looking at them with a 
cold and calm expression the whole time. 

Remi’s lips trembled as his heart started to beat faster. 

Before he knew who Jack was, Remi merely felt like that expression was very 
amusing. However, he finally understood that, no matter what they said, Jack 
remained calm because they were all just clowns. 

With Jack’s abilities, they were not even worthy of being called clowns. 

As he said that, Remi could not help but take a step back. His mind was full of 
fear at that moment. His intuition told him that Jack would not let them off 
easily. After all, they had been very nasty with their words from the moment 
they arrived. 

If he was Jack, he would not let them off either. 

The more Remi thought about it, the more he shivered. 

Tanner was so frustrated his eyes reddened. 



He reached out and grabbed Remi’s arm, “What exactly is the deal?! Tell me 
right now! Is this Jack guy incredibly strong?” 

Remi nodded vigorously. 

He suddenly remembered how Maxcus and the others had cursed at their 
group, saying that they would meet someone they could not defeat eventually. 
At the time, he had not thought much of it. After all, it was not easy to meet 
someone like that. 

Yet, it had been a complete jinx. Not long had passed, and they had actually 
met someone this strong! 

At that moment, even the ugly man’s face was starting to redden. Even 
though Remi did not blame him at all from the start, Remi’s words were 
pointing a finger right at him. 

If what Remi said was true, then he had just sent everyone to their deaths. 

The ugly man was panting roughly as he looked at Remi with a panicked 
expression, “Remi, are you doubting me right now? Don’t you know how I do 
things? If the situation wasn’t clear, how could I have notified all of you?” 

Remi sighed helplessly. He was not blaming the man at all. On top of that, it 
was no longer just a matter of pushing the blame. The problem would not be 
solved just by doing that. 

Remi raised his voice, “Listen to me! Hurry up and leave this place!” 

Jack and Lourain never said anything the whole time. They merely looked at 
that group quietly. 

From the initial shock, it had slowly become more and more absurd. 

Even though Remi recognized Jack, who did he think he was? 

Did he think he could leave so easily? 
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silent the whole time, but he could not stop himself anymore after he heard 
what Remi said. 

He laughed coldly and said, “Do you think you can just go wherever you want 
after trying to rob us?! Do you think you can leave now just because you want 
to?” 

Remi’s lips twitched as he looked over at Jack and Lourain again. 

At that moment, he realized how amusing it must have been to the two of 
them to listen to what he had said. He wanted to start to beg for mercy, but 
the ugly man interrupted him. 

“Stop trying to put on an act! Iwas hiding just now and personally witnessed 
your battle with the demons! You had to put everything you had into defeating 
a crimson demon! Remi is just mistaken, but you’re trying to pretend now? 
You can fool anyone else, but not me!” 

The ugly man quickly thought about everything he had seen. He had always 
been a cautious person. 

The moment he noticed Jack and Lourain, he had been hiding and quietly 
observing. He had only reported the matter to Tanner after repeatedly 
verifying their skills. 

If it was like Remi had said, that Jack person was someone that stood at the 
peak, then it would have been very easy for him to kill a crimson demon. Even 
demon kings would be incredibly simple. 

How could he have needed so much effort? 

After he thought about it repeatedly, he was sure that Remi had the wrong 
person. Otherwise, other than him who was hiding, no one else was there at 
all. 

What would be the point of them putting on an act? 

The arrogance those two were showing had to be just an act. 

The ugly man really did not want to be blamed because of that! 



When Remi heard that, his breathing almost stopped. That man was basically 
cutting off any hope they had. Even if Jack looked incredibly calm, Jack was 
not a simple person. 

When the warriors of Star Continent had offended him, he had not held back 
at all, killing two warriors from Star Continent despite possible revenge from 
them. 

When it came to someone like that, it was impossible to see what he was 
actually feeling beneath that calm exterior. 

To Remi, that kind of person was the scariest. Just thinking about it made him 
shiver. 

Remi grabbed the ugly man’s arm, “Are you crazy? Do you think I’m joking 
right now? I can assure you, this guy is definitely someone who stands at the 
peak! I’m not mistaken!” 

He practically said all of that through clenched teeth. 

At that moment, Remi was full of anger and exasperation. Since he was 
curious about Jack, he had seen the image plates a few times. 

That was how he had immediately recognized Jack. Furthermore, when he 
was talking to his friends, they talked about Jack’s personality. 

Jack was someone that never showed his emotion. He always had a calm 
look on his face as if nothing around him affected him at all. Other than that 
unknown face, it was obvious from every way that he was 

him! 

Furthermore, this was not the first time Jack had changed his looks, so the 
face meant nothing! It was possible to change everything else, but his 
technique could not be changed. 

The ugly man’s lips twitched helplessly,” Remi, have you been bewitched? I 
can swear to you that I’ve clearly seen the two of them fight just now! The two 
of them are at my level at most! There’s no way they are above average in 
any way! I think you’re being crazy right now! Why are you being so stubborn? 
If he really is that strong, then I’ll go eat a bunch of poop!” 
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tone. He was already starting to want to swear on his life. 

The ugly man could not understand why Remi was so sure that the person in 
front of them was that Jack person! 

There was clearly nothing special about him. He looked incredibly ordinary. 
Ifhe was tossed into a crowd, he would immediately blend in. 

Yet, Remi seemed to be incredibly certain that that guy was incredibly strong! 

Tanner and Reven looked on as the two of them argued, and various thoughts 
were in their heads. They felt at a loss at that moment. 

The ugly man had always been very reliable when he did things. If there was 
anything strange, there was no way he would have sent out the information. 
After all, he was very careful, because he treasured his life a lot. Tanner and 
Reven were sure that he was not lying. 

However, Remi did not seem to be lying either. His expression earlier seemed 
to be completely honest, and Tanner had vaguely heard of Jack’s name 
before as well. However, no matter what, the four of them were in a difficult 
situation. 

One of the two men in front of them could be an incredibly strong warrior. If 
they decided to be stubborn and fought until the end, they could very well lose 
their lives. If they listened to Remi, they should apologize and quickly flee. 

However, if Remi was wrong, and the two of them were just acting, then it 
would be a slap on their own faces! 

Right at that moment, Jack suddenly laughed and put up a finger, “If each of 
you can give me one million, then I’ll let you go…” 

The moment that was said, all four of them were stunned. The guy was 
robbing them instead! Lourain could not stop himself from laughing. 

He did not expect that Jack would punish them in this manner. Their stiff 
expressions were just hilarious! 



Tanner’s face darkened immensely. His whole body straightened up. He 
clenched his teeth and his eyes looked like they were on fire. 

Remi frowned, “A million is a lot, but you have to make sure you keep to your 
word.” 

Before he could continue, the ugly man stopped him, “Remi, are you crazy? 
He’s clearly toying with us! If he really is that strong of a warrior, why would he 
be robbing us? A million a person? That would make four million in total! 
Giving him four million for no reason, isn’t that just crazy?!” 

It was just too absurd. He had never heard of anything so absurd before. It 
was as if Remi had been bewitched to believe anything that man said. The 
ugly man even felt like Remi would die if he was asked 

to! 

Tanner could no longer stand it, “Everyone, shut up! Remi, now I’m sure that 
you must be crazy! You’re even willing to give him one million spirit crystals 
just because he asked? He’s clearly toying with you!” 

Tanner was incredibly sure at that point that the guy was just trying to toy with 
him. He had never seen any warriors that stood at the peak try to rob others 
like that. He asked for one million right away! 

There was no other possibility! Maxcus and the others were quite stunned. 
Even though they could not hear everything that clearly, they could tell that 
something was off from all their expressions. 

Everything had been quite normal before, but they got progressively angrier 
and even started to fight each other. 

What exactly happened? 

The more Maxcus’ group watched, the more confused they were. 

At that moment, they suddenly heard Tanner shout out angrily, “Everyone, just 
shut up! Reven, stop Remi from going crazy! I’ll deal with this guy right now!” 
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how hard Remi was trying to stop him, he charged forward at Jack! The four 
Soul Swords in the air had been waiting for that exact moment! 

Jack scoffed as he pushed his hand forward. One of the Soul Swords 
suddenly clashed with Tanner’s blade. 

After a loud crash, Tanner was sent flying. He felt like he had hit a wall! 

The wall even repelled him with incredible force, sending him flying in the 
other direction. Right after that, 

a wave of gray energy started to climb up his body. The energy was incredibly 
strange. 

The moment it touched him, it seeped into his body. 

An intense pain caused him to cry out in agony. He even started to writhe on 
the ground thanks to the pain. After he collapsed, he constantly rolled around 
like a snake that had been cut apart! 

That scene caused everyone to wake up! 

Only Remi was not affected since he had recognized Jack from the start! 

The ugly man looked like he was in a complete panic. He looked at where 
Tanner fell with a completely frozen body. He even started to wonder if he 
was dreaming. 

Otherwise, how was he seeing such a strange sight? 

His lips twitched as he said in a hoarse voice, “Impossible! How is this 
happening?! I clearly saw the two of them using so much effort to kill a 
crimson demon! How did this…” 

As he said that, he could no longer continue. He felt like his whole body had 
been surrounded by ice. He was absolutely frozen in place. Reven’s eyes 
looked like they were about to pop out of their sockets. 

He stiffly turned around and pointed at Jack, “He only used one of the four 
swords!” 



If Tanner had been injured after Jack had put his all into it, Reven would still 
have been shocked, but he would have been able to accept it. 

As long as the three of them worked together, they would still have a chance 
to survive. However, reality proved to not be the case! 

Out of the four Soul Swords in the air, Jack had only used one to render 
Tanner like that! 

The three of them were no match for Tanner. Facing those strange swords, 
they would only end up in a worse state than Tanner. Sure enough, if that 
person wanted to defeat four of them, he would have easily been able to do 
so! 

Thinking about that, Reven no longer knew what to do. They were not the only 
ones that were stunned, 

even Maxcus and the others were too. 

After seeing Tanner being sent flying, their first reactions were not happy, but 
shock! 

How strong did that person need to be to do that? 

At that moment, they suddenly heard Remi shout, “Run! Flee in different 
directions!” 

Only then would they stand a chance. 

Unfortunately, Jack would not allow them to flee at all. After all, they already 
knew who he was. If news got out, it would be incredibly troublesome! 

Jack used the laws of space on the Soul Swords. He had the Soul Swords 
hovering in the air the whole time precisely to stop them from running away! 
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the air around the Soul Swords suddenly distorted. 

They disappeared in front of Jack, and when they appeared again, the three 
Soul Swords were already at the backs of those three. 



The three of them felt a chill on their backs as a sharp aura rose behind them. 
They turned back and were so shocked at the sight that it was as if their souls 
left them. The next second, a pain that seemed to permeate into their bones 
spread throughout their bodies. 

The three of them were in so much pain that they lost all sense of rationality. 
They lost the ability to control themselves, and just like those other warriors 
that had their souls devoured, the three of them spasmed on the floor like 
worms from the pain. 

When Maxcus and the others saw what was happening, their jaws dropped so 
widely to the point two eggs could be stuffed inside! 

Unbelievable, absolutely unbelievable. This could not be happening! 

Joran widened his eyes as he said, “Pinch me! I have to be dreaming!” 

Maxcus did not bother with Joran. 

His eyes were still fixed in the distance as he said, “I remember now. No 
wonder I felt that it was familiar. This guy’s techniques are like that Jack guy I 
told all of you about before!” 

As he said that, Maxcus’ heart beat rapidly. He happened to enter Violet City 
before but was forced to leave due to various reasons, meeting up with his 
fellow disciples in a level-three city. However, he would never forget what he 
saw and heard there. Even though he had not personally seen Jack fighting, 
he felt how strong Jack was from all the rumors. 

That level of strength was not something words could decide. Anyone who 
ever witnessed Jack fight would always have a look of complete awe on their 
faces; an expression like that could never be faked. 

There was no trace of the matter being exaggerated as well as they spoke 
sincerely. 

Before Jack actually attacked, Maxcus had no way of being sure because of 
the distance. However, at that moment, he was certain that the man was Jack. 

As time slowly passed, Maxcus could feel his heart rapidly beating. His eyes 
were fixed on Jack’s back as ifhe wanted to bore a hole into Jack. 



Maxcus’ strange demeanor was quickly noticed by the other two. 

Joran asked curiously, “Maxcus, what happened? Why is your face all red?” 

Maxcus took a deep breath to compose himself, forcing down his emotions. 
“The one who just attacked? He’s that Jack I told all of you about. The warrior 
at the peak that left his own legend behind in Violet City!” 

After that was said, Joran and Lanz were both stunned. The two of them 
exchanged excited looks with each other. 

No wonder that man was able to deal with four warriors at once, he was one 
of the strongest! 

Was that the level the strongest warriors were at? 

It really was impressive! 

Around 20 kilometers away from that place, a pair of twin brothers were 
talking about their potential rewards with great excitement. The elder brother 
was named Grook Scully, while the younger one was Golye Scully. 

Goyle raised his fingers and said, “Not bad! It’s not been too long, and we’ve 
already made seventy thousand spirit crystals! This is just the first day. I’ve 
already looked into it. The Toman Battlefield is at its largest during the first 
day, and the demons are littered all over the place.” 

“We got very lucky to meet so many demons. Those that are at our level are 
all probably only at a ten 

thousand spirit crystal profit from the first day, and we’ve already made 
seventy thousand! There are still six more days. The place will only get 
smaller, and we’ll meet more and more demons. As long as we focus, we’ll be 
able to make at least a million before we leave!” 
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exasperatedly. 



Since they were young, their personalities were far different from each other. 
Despite being the older brother, he had always been more introverted and 
tended to worry over things. 

His brother, on the other hand, was different. Goyle had always been a 
carefree person and would always think positively no matter what. 

Grook sighed as he patted Goyle’s shoulder. “I’m not trying to burst your 
bubble, but the two of us are only slightly stronger than your average warrior. I 
think you’re setting your sights too high by saying we’ll make at least a million. 
It’s quite likely we won’t get that much.” 

Goyle frowned. “There you go again. You’re always so miserable! You love to 
look at the negative side of things, worrying too much! I just set that goal to 
give us some motivation. After all, it’s better to aim for the stars and get the 
moon. I’m trying to push us forward, but you keep holding us back!” 

The more Goyle spoke, the more frustrated he got. He felt like his brother was 
just too depressing as if they would fail at the next moment. 

Grook sighed helplessly. He knew he would not be able to convince his 
brother, so he merely shook his head and kept his silence. There was no point 
in arguing like that. 

At that moment, two figures suddenly appeared in front of them. 

Goyle looked over and suddenly laughed. “Didn’t I say we were lucky?! Look 
over there!” 

Grook looked over to where Goyle was indicating, and they saw two demons 
rapidly approaching them. One of those demons was a green demon while the 
other was a crimson demon. 

If both were crimson demons, the brothers would have retreated. After all, the 
two of them only had less than a 20% chance of beating two crimson demons. 
However, since it was one green demon and one crimson demon, their 
chances of winning increased. Even if they found themselves unable to win in 
the end, they could still retreat! 

If they managed to win, it would be a substantial reward! 

The two of them exchanged an excited look. 



Grook said in a low voice, “Get rid of the green demon first, then we’ll deal 
with the crimson one!” 

Goyle nodded and prepared to attack, but Grook suddenly pulled him back. 

Goyle looked over curiously and saw that Grook was looking at the demons 
with an intense frown. There was a look of confusion in his eyes as if he 
noticed something. 

Before Goyle could ask, Grook said, “Something’s wrong. Didn’t they say that 
the demons all attack the same way and that they’ll only use claws? Why are 
these demons holding daggers?” 

The brothers felt the situation was off. 

Normally, demons would attack humans right after noticing them. After 
repeated checks, the humans were able to tell that the green and crimson 
demons were not that intelligent and were only at the level of intelligence of a 
common beast. 

The unique demons were smarter, but not as smart as a human. 

Demon kings were the most intelligent and were at the level of a 15 or 16-
year-old human. The green demons were complete idiots compared to 
humans. They were only able to react in a mechanical manner, attacking any 
humans they saw and submitting to any higher-level humans. 

No one had ever heard about green demons using human weapons before. 
The weapons in the hands of those two demons were definitely from humans. 

Demons could not possibly make their weapons; they were not intelligent 
enough for that! 

Grook’s lips trembled. “I could be wrong, but I feel like those two demons are 
a bit too agile.” 
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there were still some differences. 



For instance, the limbs of the demons were longer, so they did not walk the 
way humans would. They walked more like gorillas that were not fully mature 
and would always slouch when they walked forward. 

However, the two demons in front of them were steady in their steps, just like 
a human, which was an oddity on its own. 

The more Grook looked, the more he felt like something was off. He had killed 
quite a few demons as he and his brother had also killed two crimson demons 
before with a team effort. 

Despite having seen many demons, however, they never saw a demon that 
resembled much like a human. It was strange no matter how they looked at it. 

The two of them exchanged a look with each other before they took a step 
back. However, the next second, the two demons that were advancing at an 
even pace suddenly sped up. 

The green demon immediately rushed in front of the two of them. 

At that moment, they realized that those two were not demons at all but 
humans pretending to be demons instead! 

The two of them did not spare a second thought as they turned around and 
ran. Just from the speed alone, it was obvious that the demon in disguise was 
no slouch. Unfortunately, it was too late. 

Right after they turned around and took two steps, intense pain seared across 
their backs. 

The green demons kicked their backs at the same time, and they could even 
hear cracking as their bones broke. The brothers were sent flying by the kick. 

Before they could even react, another wave of pain assaulted the back of their 
necks, and they immediately fell unconscious. 

The green demon took off his mask, revealing his face. “Kent! How much 
does that make?” 

After that, Kent took off the crimson demon mask, taking out a small array 
from his ring. “There are seven including those two.” 



Brock scoffed unhappily and tossed the green demon mask aside. “That’s less 
than what I expected. I was thinking that we’d at least be able to capture 
twenty people in six hours, yet the two of us only managed to get seven of 
them! If this pace goes on, we won’t even be able to reach the basic goal, let 
alone get any additional rewards.” 

Kent patted Brock on the shoulder and said, “Why are you thinking so far 
ahead? It’s just the first day. Right now, the Toman Battlefield is at its largest. 
The participants are all dispersed everywhere, so it’s hard for us to find them. 
Just wait for two days. Then, we can let ourselves go and capture all of them!” 

As he said that, Kent felt quite emotional. 

Brock kicked the unconscious twins, sighing before he said, “Once the Toman 
Battlefield ends, it’ll cause a lot of waves. No one knows what’ll happen then.” 

Brock and Kent were both above-average warriors that were more highly 
ranked. The two of them were from Star Continent and were from the same 
clan as Triton. 

This time, Triton had led a band of his fellow disciples into the Toman 
Battlefield. 

They had been given a benchmark. As long as they meet the lowest 
benchmark, they would be given a reward based. They would also be 
rewarded for every additional person they captured outside of the lowest 
requirement. 

The ones that did the best would also be rewarded even more, and they 
would also be able to gain some things in the Radiant Hall. 

To them, the Radiant Hall was the most important thing. After all, they had 
gone through so much trouble 

just to open it. 

Every warrior that stood at the peak had a lot of hope for the Radiant Hall and 
the countless treasures 

within. 
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would not be able to get much more than scraps, but it was not bad. 
Furthermore, all of them had greedy ambitions when they were assigned the 
tasks, yet it was different when they actually carried them out. 

Looking at the warriors that he had knocked unconscious, Brock sighed, 
feeling a bit reluctant. 

He was mostly worried. After all, if what they did was known everywhere, it 
would cause a lot of chaos. 

The two of them might even be dragged into it. 

Kent could tell what Brock was worried about. 

He raised an eyebrow and said, “Since we’ve accepted the task, don’t dwell 
on it too much. Just take things a step at a time. In the worst-case scenario, 
we can just hide.” 

Even though the two of them were reasonably strong, no one would care how 
strong they were when the masses were rioting, they would be hated no 
matter what. 

Brock sighed helplessly. “Triton and the others must’ve thought about this, 
and they must’ve thought about a way to deal with it as well. Maybe they’re 
just not worried. After all, the warriors at the peak can just avoid anyone they 
want to.” 

They could just stay in Darnia City where most warriors would not be able to 
do anything against them. On top of that, even if they wanted revenge, it 
would be hard to do so in the Whirling World. 

After all, this place was meant to cultivate geniuses, and the warriors at the 
peak held the absolute advantage. 

Attempting to kill one of the top-tier warriors or trick them successfully would 
be impossible to achieve if one was not at their level. 

That was practically impossible. The only people who were at their level were 
all on the same side, all on the same boat. They would never kill each other. 
There were no righteous heroes in this world. 



Unless their benefits were threatened, no one would stand up for the regular 
warriors. 

However, Kent and Brock were not warriors at the peak and were not able to 
enter Darnia City. 

The moment anyone found out that they had taken part in this, they would 
definitely be targeted by angry mobs. If there was a chance, the two of them 
would no doubt be killed. 

In truth, the warriors who were not able to enter Darnia City but were 
performing the tasks shared the same worry. 

Kent sighed as he put the mask back on. “Whatever, let’s drop this and focus 
on the task at hand. We can think about everything else after that.” 

Brock nodded. He took out two special ropes from his storage space and tied 
up the unconscious twins. After the two of them were tied up, their fates were 
sealed unless any surprises happened. 

Brock turned around and said, “Add the numbers in. Those people are 
definitely staring at the Vermillion Tune Formation. If our numbers remain 
unchanged, some people will say that the warriors from Star Continent aren’t 
skilled enough or are purposely dragging things back. We can’t let ourselves 
be talked about like that.” 
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small, unique array. 

It looked like a blinking token from afar, and it had two green spots on it. 

The green spots represented the fact that they were alive. If any of them died 
during the task, the spots would turn red. There was the number seven on the 
array, representing their results, which signified they had successfully caught 
seven people. 

The array was a part of the Vermillion Tune Formation. With the task ongoing, 
everyone would be given a small array that was used to determine their 
location, status, and results. 



The Vermillion Tune Formation was in the cave that Desmond and Seymour 
were in. 

At that moment, the Vermillion Tune Formation was in an activated state. Four 
people stood in front of it, looking at the countless blinking green lights on the 
formation. 

The green lights were all in different spots, which represented the warriors 
that were carrying out the tasks. As the warriors moved, the spots would move 
as well. 

Maintaining the formation required a lot of spirit crystals. That level of 
expenditure was not something that anyone would be able to withstand. Only 
with a few warriors at the peak working together did they have enough to 
maintain the formation. 

Desmond sighed. “No wonder the clan head told me not to use the Vermillion 
Tune Formation unless it’s for a special case. It hasn’t even been that long, 
yet we’ve burned up over ten million spirit crystals. Even normal clan 
protection formations burn away that much! It’s useful, but it uses up so many 
resources!” 

As he said that, Desmond frowned. 

Too much had happened during the recent period, and more of his spirit 
crystals were used up. At this rate, he would go bankrupt even if he was 
wealthy! 

Desmond was already feeling the pain of the expenditures. Even Seymour, 
who was always calm and collected, could not help but frown. 

After all, it was just too much. In just a few hours, they had burned away 10 
million, and it did not help that they needed to hold on for a whole seven days! 

In front of Seymour and Desmond were their younger disciples. 

Desmond’s younger disciple was called Pascal, and he had a look of 
frustration on his face. “Are the things in the Radiant Hall that amazing? I’m 
not trying to speak any nonsense here, but I just feel like we’re not only 
putting in a lot of effort but our fortunes into this as well. If we don’t get 
anything back…” 



Before he could finish, Desmond immediately stopped him. “Silence. What are 
you saying at this point? We’ve already given up what we can. It’s not like we 
can just stop spending after we put in so much. The plan was risky and crazy 
anyway. We’ll definitely be able to gain a lot in the end!” 

After saying that, he paused for a moment before he raised his voice and 
continued, “If our spirit crystals are gone, then they’re gone. Don’t forget: we 
didn’t come to the Whirling World to get wealthy but to get stronger. The spirit 
crystals we lost will all be regained in the Radiant Hall!” 

As he said that, his tone was firm and left no room for doubt. 

The other three could only nod, indicating that they understood. 

Seymour sighed, not saying anything else. In truth, Pascal was not the only 
one worried at that moment. Even Seymour was worried that they would 
spend so much for nothing in the end. 

They had put in so much effort yet were clueless as to what the rewards 
would be. The Radiant Hall was an unknown variable to everyone. It was just 
that they knew a bit more than the regular warriors. It gave them a direction, 
but it did not mean that they would surely get something amazing in the 
Radiant Hall. 

 


